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About the G15 

The G15 is the group of London’s largest housing associations. Our members house one in 

ten Londoners and own or manage more than 600,000 homes across the country. We’re 

independent, charitable organisations and all the money we make is reinvested in building 

more affordable homes and delivering services for our residents. Each G15 member is 

different, but we’re all striving towards the same goal – to solve the capital’s housing crisis and 

improve the lives of Londoners. 

https://g15.london/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Ally Routledge, Public Affairs Manager, MTVH 

alexandra.routledge@mtvh.co.uk 
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Introduction  

 

Members of the G15 are committed to providing the highest quality of service to the people 

that live in our homes. We welcome the Social Housing White Paper and fully share its 

ambition to drive up standards in the social housing sector and enable our residents to have 

a stronger voice. We welcome the opportunity to respond to this consultation and look 

forward to engaging with the Regulator further on the implementation of the Tenant 

Satisfaction Measures (TSMs).  

 

Collectively, the G15 conducts over 20,000 perception surveys each year in addition to 

thousands of transactional surveys that take place after activities such as new lettings and 

repairs. This data is incredibly valuable in driving up standards across our services. Surveys 

are an important method of feedback, along with regular engagement through customer 

groups, focus groups and face-to-face feedback. Residents are at the heart of the work we 

do as housing associations and resident feedback is incredibly valuable to help to inform us 

on what we are doing well and where our service can be changed and improved.  

 

We welcome the spirit and intention of the TSM, however, there are some areas of concern 

that we will share in this response.  

The fundamental purpose of the TSMs is to inform residents on how their landlord is 

performing. The G15 has some concerns relating to the methods that different providers will 

use to gather their feedback and would recommend that the Regulator adopts a more 

prescriptive survey collection methodology and require all landlords to follow it. If the TSMs 

are going to be obtained through surveys, there needs to be some standardisation of the 

methodology so accurate results can be compared fairly. This would also remove any 

chance of ‘gaming’ the survey system and support efforts to drive up the service that 

residents receive from their housing provider. This view has also been expressed by some 

G15 members’ residents when they have been consulted on the proposed TSMs. 

We would welcome further clarity from the Regulator on how the data from the perceptions 

surveys will be used and published. We recognise the commitment from the Regulator that 

league tables will not be published. However, an overly simplistic use of the data collated 

through TSMs in such a way could have the unintended consequence of organisations’ 

focus shifting to their position in such rankings, rather than driving up standards in their 

services.  
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Consultation questions 

1) Do you agree that the proposed TSM Standard: 

 

a) sets clear expectations for registered providers?  

We agree that the proposed TSM standard does set a fairly clear expectation on what is 

expected of housing associations and what to record. We would welcome more guidance 

and standardisation on how the surveys should be conducted, so housing associations are 

able to report accurate results. As will be set out below, there are some specific measures 

that we would urge the Regulator to either take out or re-word to ensure consistency in 

reporting from social housing providers.  

b) supports the regulator in ensuring that the TSMs provide tenants with greater 

transparency about their landlord’s performance (one of the aims of the TSMs in the 

White Paper)?  

Overall, the TSMs do provide greater transparency for residents about their landlord’s 

performance. The G15 would welcome some guidance and standardisation on how the 

surveys will be conducted as this will ensure that accurate and fair comparisons can be 

made. This will ultimately drive-up standards across the sector and ensure that residents are 

able to look at how their housing provider is performing in comparison to the rest of the 

sector. By requiring all social landlords to conduct their perception surveys in the same way, 

this will achieve the primary objective of the TSMs which is that residents are able to know 

how their landlord is performing.  

The G15 would welcome some clarity from the Regulator on how the data collected from the 

TSMs will be used. There has been an informal commitment that a league table would not 

be published by the Regulator which is welcome. However, this doesn’t protect against 

another outlet publishing league tables which does not give the full picture of the service that 

residents receive.  

G15 members collect feedback from a variety of sources such as customer surveys, 

complaints data and engaged resident groups. We therefore believe that publishing a league 

table will not give a full picture of our service and may also shift our focus to scores in a 

league table rather than driving up the standards. Some G15 resident groups have asked 

what the Regulator intends to do with the results from the TSMs surveys and whether the 

data will be accessible to them.  

 

2) Do you agree that both RP02 and TP03 should be used to measure timeliness 

of repairs?  

We broadly agree with the proposal to use RP03 and TP03 to measure the timeliness of 

repairs. We welcome the qualifying question that those who have had a repair in the last 12 

months would be able to answer this question. If the Regulator were to remove this, we 

would be concerned about the accuracy of the survey results as residents would be required 

to remember a repair that may have taken place several years ago.  

Members of the G15 raised that each provider have different timescales to complete a 

repair. Therefore, the TSMs should be clear that the repair timescales are set by the 

individual housing association to be completed. This would also ensure that the comparisons 

of the data from the TSMs is accurate and fair. In addition, when a repair is arranged, these 

are agreed with residents so they can select an appropriate time for their appointment. For 
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non-emergency repairs, many G15 members arrange a convenient time with the resident 

that works for them. We would advise the Regulator retains the flexibility of meeting 

residents’ needs when it is convenient for them.  

Members of the G15 felt that when it comes to repairs, the most important aspect for 

residents was communication on what needs to be done and keeping residents informed of 

progress. This has to be seen alongside timescales to ensure a good service is delivered. 

This was also raised with individual G15 members when they consulted their residents on 

the proposed TSMs. We would welcome if the TSMs could reflect this.  

3) There are four proposed TSMs under the theme of Keeping properties in good 

repair: 

a. RP01 Homes that do not meet the Decent Homes Standard 

b. RP02 Repairs completed within target timescale 

c. TP02 Satisfaction with repairs 

d. TP03 Satisfaction with time taken to complete most recent repair  

Overall, do you think they give a well-rounded view of performance under this theme?  

Overall, this is an important theme to include in the TSMs and some G15 members already 

use transactional surveys at the end of a repair to gather feedback from residents on how 

their service was. This targeted survey helps to deliver a more accurate picture of the repairs 

and maintenance service that housing associations offer, rather than asking residents to 

remember a repair that may have taken place up to a year earlier.  

In reference to TP03, some G15 members were concerned that the focus on time taken to 

complete the repair does not provide an accurate picture of whether the property is in good 

repair. The larger repair jobs that are completed will take longer. If this leads to a property in 

good repair, the focus shouldn’t just be on how long the repair took, rather that it was 

completed right first time and that the property is in good condition. In many cases, the 

cause of poor conditions in a home are complex. Whilst focusing on timely responses to 

individual repairs is critical, so to must be allowing providers to investigate and address 

issues that are driving individual repairs.  

We would welcome the Regulator including a measure on how well the housing association 

communicated with residents on repairs that needed to take place. 

4) Do you agree with the proposal to use the individual homes for which the 

relevant safety checks have been carried out as the basis for the following: 

a. Maintaining building safety TSMs: BS01  

b. Gas safety checks, BS02  

c. Fire safety checks, BS03  

d. Asbestos safety checks, BS04  

e. Water safety checks BS05 

f. Lift safety checks 

In reference to BS03, using homes rather than buildings may be confusing when completing 

checks that are communal, such as fire safety checks. Where the checks are communal, 

such as Fire Risk Assessments and asbestos, this should be able to be reported back 

collectively for the building rather than on the number of homes. Furthermore, combining and 

compliance dwelling checks is misleading and is not in keeping with legislation.  

The guidance around third party managed blocks is open to abuse. The guidance states to 

report this unless the organisation doesn’t have the information. This will lead to 
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inconsistencies of reporting, which is what the consultation is aiming to avoid. This would 

then have a knock-on effect to the ability for providers to compare data with others as the 

accuracies would create inconsistencies. 

 

5) There are six proposed TSMs under the theme of Maintaining building safety 

a. BS01 Gas safety check 

b. BS02 Fire safety checks 

c. BS03 Asbestos safety checks 

d. BS04 Water safety checks 

e. BS05 Lift safety checks 

f. TP04 Satisfaction that the home is well maintained and safe to live in 

Overall, do you think they give a well-rounded picture of performance under this 

theme?  

Ensuring that our homes are safe is the upmost priority of the G15. Collectively, we plan to 

spend £3.6bn on remediation works over the next 15 years to addressing building safety 

concerns. The measures that are proposed above are already assessed according to legal 

requirements expected of members of the G15. However, some of these measures will not 

be appropriate for some G15 stock. For example, where there are street properties, these 

wouldn’t need a Fire Safety Check and therefore the TSMs wouldn’t be applicable.  

We would also welcome some guidance from the Regulator on what housing associations 

should do when we are unable to access a property to carry out these checks, especially if 

they are only carried out periodically.  

In reference to TP04, G15 members felt that the TSM should be separated out into:  

‘My home is well maintained’  

‘My home is safe to live in’.  

This is because these are two different aspects of the question. For example, a home may 

be going through cladding remediation, but will be well maintained. In this situation, it is 

unclear on how a resident would answer the proposed survey question on this.  

Please tell us if you have any comments on any of the individual TSMs under the 

theme of Maintaining Building Safety. 

In the wording of the question of TP04, we would welcome clarity from the Regulator that 

‘safety’ relates to the fabric of the building being safe as highlighted by the checks 

referenced above. As safety can relate to other factors, such as anti-social behaviour in the 

area or high levels of crime, we would appreciate this clarification that residents are 

answering this question based on their building, rather than external factors that housing 

associations may not have full control over.  

 

6) Do you agree with the proposal that TP11 Satisfaction with the landlord’s 

approach to handling of complaints is measured by a perception survey?  
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G15 members believe that a perception survey isn’t the most appropriate form of collecting 

feedback in relation to handling complaints. Instead, we would encourage the Regulator to 

use other forms of feedback such as a transactional survey or meeting with resident groups 

or panels.  

 

The vast majority of housing association residents have not used the complaints process, 

which has been highlighted in the consultation document. If residents have had a 

satisfactory service from their housing association, it is unlikely they that will be familiar with 

the complaints process and so would not be best placed to be able to answer this question. 

Furthermore, asking all residents about their perception of the complaints system when they 

have not had experience of it risks the validity of responses being reduced. The G15 would 

recommend replacing this question with something that assesses how easy the process of 

making a complaint is rather than just focusing on the handing aspect. The ease of making a 

complaint is a better metric as this will not be influenced by the outcome of the complaint 

when the process has been completed. 

 

If the Regulator is going to use TP11 as a perception survey, we would welcome a qualifying 

question of ‘have you made a complaint to your housing association’ to ensure that the 

responses are more pertinent. We would also encourage the Regulator to ask this question 

once a complaints case has been closed as an active case is not reflective of outcome. 

Outcomes often determines the response rather than how the complaint was handled. 

 

7) There are four proposed TSMs under the theme of Effective handling of 

complaints 

a. CH01 Complaints relative to the size of the landlord 

b. CH02 Complaints responded to within Complaint Handling Code 

timescales 

c. TP11 Satisfaction with the landlord’s approach to handling of 

complaints 

d. TP12 Tenant knowledge of how to make a complaint 

Overall, do you think they give a well-rounded picture of performance under this 

theme? 

Whilst it is positive that the TSMs take into account the complaints relative to the size of the 

landlord, some G15 members felt that just measuring the number of complaints is not 

indicative of how the how the complaints are handled. We would welcome clarification from 

the Regulator that it should be the number of complaints received per 1,000 habitable homes 

to exclude void properties.  

 

The complaints system is a valuable tool for housing associations to gather feedback on how 

to adapt and change their services accordingly. This helps to work internally to review our 

processes and identify where there may be an issue that needs to be fixed. By calculating a 

rate divided by the number of homes, this isn’t helpful to get an indication of how a housing 

association handles complaints and focuses on the numbers rather than on how systems 

can be changed in the best interest of residents.  

We believe that the TSMs must drive positive change and accountability for housing 

associations and their residents, and this measure does not achieve this.  
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Please tell us if you have any comments on any of the individual TSMs under the 

theme of Effective Handling of Complaints 

As outlined previously, we would recommend that TP11 is not asked as a perception 

question. If it needs to be asked a perception question, we will welcome a disqualification 

clause on this question, so that those who have used the complaints system answer the 

perception survey. This would lead to the Regulator gathering more accurate data on 

housing association’s performance when it comes to complaints.  

8) There are three proposed TSMs under the theme of Respectful and helpful 

engagement 

a. TP05 Satisfaction that the landlord listens to tenant views and acts upon 

them 

b. TP06 Satisfaction that the landlord keeps tenants informed about things 

that matter to them  

c. TP07 Agreement that the landlord treats tenants fairly and with respect. 

Overall, do you think they give a well-rounded picture of performance under this 

theme? 

Yes.   

Please tell us if you have any comments on any of the individual TSMs under the 

theme of Respectful and Helpful Engagement. 

Some G15 members already ask similar questions on this theme and gather feedback which 

helps to inform their processes. In reference to TP07, we recommend that this is separated 

out into two questions:  

1) ‘My landlord treats me fairly’  

2) ‘My landlord treats me with respect’.  

G15 members felt that these were two different measures, the first on the judgements made 

by housing associations and the second being how a housing association values and 

engages with their residents. This would also lead to a better data collection as it would be 

clear what the resident is being asked about. As there is not a numerical measure in this 

suite, it is difficult to see how an accurate comparison across the sector would be made. A 

resident from one G15 member highlighted this and felt that there was an absence of metrics 

measuring providers’ investment in resident involvement. We would like to see the Regulator 

consider adding this to the TSMs.  

9) For the TSM relating to satisfaction with the neighbourhood, we have 

presented a lead proposal and an alternative option. Do you agree with the lead 

proposal that TP09 is Satisfaction that the landlord makes a positive 

contribution to neighbourhoods?  

Housing associations play an important role in their communities and neighbourhoods where 

they have homes. G15 members proactively work with residents and the local community so 

that they can live well. As large housing associations in London, we support residents in a 

variety of ways, from education support to providing opportunities for residents to get into 

work. This success of this is due to working with a number of partners which create positive 

neighbourhoods.  

We have a concern that when a resident answers this survey question, there will be external 

factors outside the housing association’s control which have an impact on the 
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neighbourhood. For example, in an area where crime is particularly high, a resident may be 

minded to respond that the neighbourhood isn’t positive even though it is something that a 

housing association has limited control over. Therefore, putting the responsibility on a 

housing association to create a good neighbourhood is difficult as there may be factors at 

impact an area beyond our control.  

In addition, where a housing association only owns a handful of homes or estates on a 

street, it is questionable how much they are expected to contribute to a positive 

neighbourhood and how much this is the responsibility of other partners.  

On TP09, we would welcome clarity over what the Regulator would consider a 

neighbourhood and recognition that multiple agencies play vital roles in creating positive 

places to live, as well as housing providers. 

 

10 Do you agree with the proposal that TP10 about satisfaction with the landlord’s 

approach to handling of anti-social behaviour is measured by a perception 

survey?  

Housing associations play an important role in creating positive, safe, and diverse 

neighbourhoods. We have strong relationships with local authorities and work with them, the 

police, and other partners to work with residents to ensure that their communities are safe.  

Whilst recognising that issues such as anti-social behaviour can have a serious impact on 

those residents affected, the majority of our residents have not experienced anti-social 

behaviour and so would not be in a place to be able to answer this survey. 

When a resident reports anti-social behaviour, they will be looking for a certain outcome 

which is not always in the landlord’s control. In terms of representing the service that a 

housing association provides; this isn’t entirely accurate, and we are concerned about how 

this would be judged across the sector.  

One of the core aims of the Social Housing White Paper was to tackle the stigma that is 

associated with people that live in social housing. We believe that a specific TSM asked to 

social housing residents about anti-social behaviour adds to the stigma that they face as 

there is an assumption that they have experienced it whereas we know the vast majority will 

have not. We therefore believe that this perception question should be removed from the 

suite of TSMs.  

11) There are four proposed TSMs under the theme of Responsible Neighbourhood 

Management  

a. NM01 Anti-social behaviour cases relative to the size of the landlord 

b. TP08 Satisfaction that the landlord keeps communal areas clean, safe 

and well maintained 

c. TP09 Satisfaction that the landlord makes a positive contribution to 

neighbourhoods  

d. Satisfaction with the landlord’s approach to handling of anti-social 

behaviour 

Overall, do you think they give a well-rounded picture of performance under this 

theme? 
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As stated above, we would recommend dropping NM01. This is because many social 

housing residents have not experienced anti-social behaviour and would not be well-placed 

to answer this question.  

The contribution that social landlords make to a neighbourhood can be subjective, especially 

on an estate of street where the landlord owns the minority of homes. Whilst G15 members 

are committed to working with residents to create great places to live, it isn’t solely their 

responsibility to create these positive neighbourhoods. The quality of someone’s 

neighbourhood is influenced by a number of factors, some of which are sometimes outside 

the social landlord’s control.  

When it comes to handling of anti-social behaviour, housing associations work closely with 

local authorities, the police and other partners and it is through this joint effort that anti-social 

behaviour is best tackled. We are concerned that the proposed question does not sufficiently 

reflect the multi-faceted causes of anti-social behaviour, nor does it allow sufficient scope to 

recognise that multiple agencies are involved in addressing such issues and the options 

available to housing providers are more limited than those available to other agencies such 

as the police and local authority.  

In reference to TP08, G15 members felt that this could be covered in TP04 on satisfaction of 

the maintenance of the home. This measure could be expanded to include communal areas 

in the building safety theme so that all questions about the maintenance of the home, both 

internally and in communal areas, is answered in one place. This will help give accurate data 

and ensure that residents are not asked twice about the maintenance of their home in 

different sections.  

12) Number of TSMs: 

A. Please tell us your views on the number of TSMs by selecting one of the 

following options:  

Throughout this consultation response, we have argued that some TSMs should be altered 

or removed. There is a concern amongst the G15 that too many questions will lead to survey 

fatigue amongst residents, and we will therefore have difficulty in meeting the threshold 

required by the Regulator. We would welcome some information from the Regulator on what 

they proposals to tackle survey fatigue are.  

B. Do you think there are any TSMs that should be added to or removed from the 

final suite of TSMs?  

As outlined above, we believe that the following measures should either be removed or 

amended:  

• TP04 – We believe that this should be separated out into two different questions as 

‘well maintained’ and ‘safe to live in’ are two different measures. In addition, we 

would recommend that putting a question about communal repairs in this measure 

so that TP08 can be removed.  

• TP07 – Most members of the G15 recommended that we split these questions into:  

o ‘My landlord treats me fairly.’ 

o ‘My landlord treats me with respect.’ 

• TP09 – As stated above, we believe that this measure should be removed or 

significantly altered. 

• TP11 – We recommend a disqualification clause so that only residents who have 

interacted with their housing association’s complaints system are able to answer this 

question. This would lead to more accurate data collection.  
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C. Overall, do you think the suite of TSMs works well as a whole in providing 

rounded information to tenants about their landlord’s performance?  

With the recommended changes above implemented, we believe that the TSMs do help to 

provide a well-rounded picture of our performance.  

13) Chapter 9 of the consultation document covers some general requirements 
that apply to all TSMs, which are addressed in more detail in Annex 2 Tenant 
Satisfaction Measures: Technical Requirements. These include how providers 
should collect and report the TSMs, the types of homes that should be 
included, as well as the time period over which data should be reported. Do 
you agree with these proposals? 
 

This approach allows us to reach as many residents as possible and this addresses the 

Equality Impact Assessment as it ensures that a group isn’t excluded because they do not 

have access to resources to complete the surveys such as the internet. The G15 are 

committed to ensuring that surveys and feedback are easily accessible for residents to 

complete. This will also lead to higher numbers of residents being able to complete the 

perception surveys.  

14)  We propose to allow providers to choose the most appropriate survey 

collection method (e.g., postal, by phone, online etc.) to obtain data for the 

tenant perception measures TP01-TP12.  

Do you agree with this proposal?  

The G15 welcome the flexibility provided by the Regulator to collect our survey results. This 

is the most realistic way to introduce this legislation. We would urge the Regulator to provide 

some standardisation in terms of survey practice when it comes to implementing the TSMs 

as this will ensure that the results are more accurate and drive-up standards across the 

sector.  

In addition, we would welcome some advice from the Regulator on the different survey styles 

as some can be used to skew the system. For example, face-to-face surveys conducted by 

housing association staff may be recorded with some bias in comparison to online 

perception surveys conducted by an independent company. This may inflate some 

satisfaction scores and not provide the results the greater transparency across the sector 

that the TSMs aim for. We would therefore urge the Regulator to adopt a standardised 

survey approach which would drive-up standards in the sector.  

15) Chapter 10 of the consultation document covers some requirements that apply 

to the TSMs which are tenant perception measures (TP01-TP12). These 

requirements are addressed in more detail in Annex 3 Tenant Satisfaction 

Measures: Tenant Survey Requirements.  

The requirements include survey type, survey timing, response options and who is to 

be surveyed. Do you agree with these requirements?  

When using online surveys or digital channels, we need to ensure that residents don’t 

respond with N/A when the question insists on an answer. This can be difficult when the 

survey is being conducted via a postal copy or online. We would recommend that the 

Regulator adopts a standardised approach for surveys so that the results are comparable 

across the sector as well and accurate.  
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If the Regulator doesn’t introduce a standardised methodology for conducting the surveys, 

we would express a preference for housing associations to achieve representativeness 

through sampling to ensure all groups are represented equally. 

16) We propose to tailor our TSM requirements for registered providers that own 
fewer than 1,000 relevant homes. This includes not requiring them to submit 
TSM data to the regulator, allowing them to collect and report TSMs annually 
according to a reporting year other than 1 April to 31 March and allowing them 
to undertake a census tenant perception survey. Do you agree with this 
approach? 
 

The G15 agree with this approach.  
 
 

17) Chapter 13 of the consultation document covers our proposed guidance about 
the submission of information to the regulator in relation to the TSMs, which is 
set out in more detail in Annex 4. This includes generally not using TSM 
information as a source of regulatory intelligence in isolation, but rather as 
information we may take into account alongside other sources. Do you agree 
with this proposed approach? 
 

The G15 agree with this approach, and the need to bring customer voice into regulation. 

We have argued above that the TSMs should sit alongside other fora or feedback such 

as customer councils, transactional surveys and focus groups. As the TSMs are 

untested, we believe that other sources of intelligence will help to give a well-rounded 

picture of the service that our residents receive.  

 
18) Do you agree with our conclusions in the draft Regulatory Impact 

Assessment? 
 

The G15 agree as we do collect data through perception and transactional surveys already. 

The proposed approach will see a significant increase in survey numbers across the G15 

members and the implications of this may mean that we have to spend more on external 

survey companies or in house staff. However, this is something that our members are aware 

of and will be prepared for. 

The flexibility on how to collect data is important to allow participation by all by all customers 

so no group is excluded. For example, online surveys would exclude people that have digital 

access. In some G15 member’s experience, approaches over telephone are more 

successful than traditional postal surveys, however the online community is growing, and 

most landlords carry out digital inclusion work to increase participation. 

 
19) Do you agree with our conclusions in the draft Equality Impact Assessment? 

The regulator particularly welcomes views on whether the proposals will have 
a positive or negative impact on people who share one or more protected 
characteristics (as set out in the Equality Act 2010). 

 
We agree with the approach within the Equality Impact Assessment as, overall, the 

requirements present challenges however these seem appropriate to meet equality 

legislation.  
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The requirement to include age and ethnicity within representation is positive. The regulator 

should appreciate the current data restrictions faced by providers, the G15 will need to do 

work to improve our data around protected characteristics to be able to do this to a good 

level of statistical accuracy, which will be a challenge in the timescales provided by the 

Regulator.  

 

The optionality around survey method does create a compromise and we would welcome 

some more information from the Regulator on whether this will this be reviewed in future 

years. If that is the intention, we would welcome a forward view of what this should be and a 

longer timescale to introduce.  

 
20) Finally, if you have anything else that you would like to tell us about the 

proposals relating to the TSMs, including the detailed requirements set out in 
Annexes 2 and 3, please tell us. 

 

It has been raised by members of the G15 that language is important when it comes to the 

presentation of the TSMs. For example, referring to residents as tenants may impact 

engagement that they have with the TSMs.  
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Conclusion 

Overall, the G15 welcomes the TSMs as an important step towards improving both the 

relationship between residents and housing associations and improving standards across 

the sector as part of the Social Housing White Paper. The G15 carries out over 20,000 

perception surveys a year with our residents and use other methods such as engaged 

resident groups and transactional surveys to create a clear picture of the service we provide, 

and it can be improved.  

As highlighted in this response, there are some concerns that the G15 have on some of the 

individual TSMs and would welcome the opportunity to engage further with the Regulator on 

this. We would strongly recommend that the Regulator implements a form of standardisation 

for conducting perception surveys. This will ensure that the results are comparable across 

the sector. We would also welcome further clarity from the Regulator on how it plans to 

address ‘survey fatigue’ from residents. 

The TSMs should be focused on driving up standards for our residents across the sector. 

Therefore, the Regulator should clarify how the data gathered from the perceptions surveys 

will be used and published. There is a concern amongst the G15 that housing association’s 

focus will shift to the scores from the perception surveys rather than driving up standards for 

residents. A league table would only give limited information and as a sector, we are focused 

on driving up standards, rather than focusing on scores.  

The G15 are committed to driving up standards in the social housing sector and look forward 

to engaging with the Regulator further on this.  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


